ture campaigns, raise awareness among your own
circles, report human rights violations that you
have heard of or seen, join the demonstrations

Help publish pamphlets and
publish articles/books

We are printing various IEC materials and publishing study reports which is primarily aimed at
reaching to our mission and which needs a lot of
support both academically and monetarily

Support us

RIGHTS has been able to reach out in its mission of
protection and promotion of Human Rights over
all these year and this has been possible only because of the support we have received from concerned individuals, organizations and donor agencies. People and
organizations of varied backgrounds have come forward and extended their solidarity through diverse ways to strengthen and consolidate the human rights movement
and struggle. Many issues need to be addressed on an ongoing and sustained basis
and your support is solicited for this mission.
Please send cheque/ Demand Draft drawn in favor of
‘ RIGHTS- a Society for Human Rights’ payable at Trivandrum
For online transfer: a/c 30479468970, State Bank of India, Trivandrum Main branch
IFS code : SBIN0000941

RIGHTS

TC 16/1051, CS Road, Jagathy, Trivandrum 14
Tel: 0471 2326455 Email: rightsfirst@gmail.com
please note we can accept donations from Indian citizens only

RIGHTS

A nonprofit NGO working towards the realization of a just and equitable society,
where all human rights are fully and duly respected. RIGHTS is focused on working
with Dalits, Adivasies and Fishing Communities who are excluded from the professed
Kerala development. The troubled realities of above said communities is based on
many factors. With our limited resources, we concentrated on the issue of education
and health of the children from the margins.

.what we do …
Monitoring
The state has obligation to respect, protect and fulfill all human rights. The core purpose of the monitoring is to watch the state and its obligations. Monitoring is a broad
term describing a number of activities of the active collection, verification, and use
of information to address human rights problems based on national and UN instruments/ mechanisms
4Fact finding: An illustrative a process of
information-gathering in order to
establish and verify the facts surrounding an alleged human
rights violations and drawing
conclusions from facts collected through monitoring
activities.
4Legal action : Initiate legal proceedings /strategic
litigation both national
and international

4Political Action : Engaging
the issues take up by the organisation with Parliamentarians/ legislatives/ Local
Self Governments to ensure
an awareness of such issues
with that community and

elict their possible support and cooperation.
4Public Action : Motivate/engage with community/ for public protest etc

Research

Focussed research/studies specific topic on Education and Health.

Adovocacy

To Engage with number of policy makers and state actors, community organizers
based on the findings and outcome resulting from Research and Fact Finding

Documentation, Dissemination and
Training

Document all sorts of developments on the focused areas
from various sources. And disseminate to the public and
report back to the community. Conduct Training programs
for community organizations and other state actors

Volunteer at RIGHTS

There are various ways in which volunteer activity can benefit - you can join the team in various fact finding missions,
help circulate and mobilize for various campaigns/ signa-

